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Remember Covid-19
precautions
(vaccinated or not)

Where is your focus?

URING HIS LIFETIME, Jesus’
primary mission was to bring
his message to the Hebrews, the
Jews, the Judeans, whose religion
was centred on the temple in Jerusalem. His
method was the twofold examples of his
actions—healing and saying the right words
(to individuals and to groups).
But he wasn’t exclusive to the Jews. He
extended this same care and consideration
to others, the out-groups. Clear examples
are the healing of the Roman Centurion’s
servant (Matt 8:5; Luke 7:1), the words to
the Samaritan woman at the well (John 4:4),
and Jesus’ words and actions before the
woman about to be stoned for adultery by

the crowd (John 8:3). The Roman Centurion
represented the hated occupying force; the
Samaritans were an earlier break-away group
from the Jews; and women, even Jewish
women, were regarded as little more than
propery, possessions for the men.
What might have happened if he had
done those things in a modern context? I
suspect there would have been an enormous
Twitter storm of hatred, criticism and death
threats. But I also suspect that Jesus would
have completely ignored that. He wouldn’t
have taken to Twitter, or any other social
media; but would have continued in his way,
ministering to people, any people, where they
were, at their individual points of need.
–from the Editor

How well do you focus on those you meet?
Do you say and do that which is peaceable and healing to those you meet?

Connections-archive

whats-on

Letter from a Minister
Finding Real Life

I

WONDER, WHAT DID YOU MISS MOST during lockdown?
For some people it was travel—the inability to jump in the car or on a train
or in a plane and just go where you want to go.
For others, it was shopping—no mooching around Marks & Spencer’s or
John Lewis. Confined to the screen in front of you when trying something on is,
well, impossible.
Others missed the opportunity to go out for something to eat or drink; the
taken for granted ‘quick coffee’ or ‘pint’; and no celebrating a birthday at Pizza
Express either.
For most of us though, the thing
we missed most was people. That was
certainly my experience, and although
I regularly shared a screen with family,
friends and work colleagues, somehow
it just wasn’t the same. Which has
helped me realise, the thing I actually
missed most wasn’t people… but real,
genuine, bona fide relationship; that
deep connection felt with someone, or
even something else.

T

he more I’ve reflected on this,
the more I’ve been reminded
that the reason I miss
relationship so much, is because—as
human beings—we were made to be
in relationship.
Relationship with the world we live
in; with nature; that feeling we have
when we stand on the beach with the
sand between our toes; or with the

2
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wind blowing in our hair; or when
the dog comes
running into
we were
my arms when
made
I come through
the door.
to be in
Relationship
with one another; relationship
the feeling that
we get when we truly connect with
another human being; the moments
when we laugh or cry (or both), or
celebrate or commiserate together; the
friendships we treasure; the families we
are part of.
Relationship with ourselves; the
moments when we’re at our happiest,
being the people we were made to be;
doing the things we were made to do.
It’s fair to say, sometimes, this one’s
easier to spot when it’s not quite right,
rather than when it is.

ChurchesTogetherNP

All these different types of
relationship are vital for us to feel
fully human; to know that we’re truly
living.
Which is why we’ve missed them.
It’s quite possible of course, that
you can know all of these relationships
and still feel that something is missing;
that surely there is greater meaning to
be found somewhere.

M

y experience, long before I
became a pastor, was that
these other relationships—
good and important as they all
are—only really make sense when I
look at them through the lens of my
relationship with God.
It’s only in this—in God—that I
find the purpose my life is missing
otherwise.
Just as Jesus said in John 10:10,

Lockdown helped me learn that
there are some things I can live
without.
But it also reminded me that
I never want to be without a
relationship with God that brings
meaning to every other relationship I
have. Because that’s where I believe we
find real life.
There’s a phrase that says it’s
possible to miss something you’ve
never even had.

S

o if lockdown has brought up
new questions for you about
purpose and meaning; if you
feel something’s missing; you’re always
welcome to drop in and we’ll explore
them together.
Steve Wood,
Pastor, Newport Pagnell Baptist Church

“I came so that you can have
real and eternal life, more and
better life than you ever dreamed
of.”
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“Prayer is not asking. Prayer is putting oneself in the hands of God, at His
disposition, and listening to His voice
in the depth of our hearts.”
Mother Teresa
For more,
browse down the page at
CTNP...AboutChristianity/aboutbelief5theseries

Some more ideas on the
ChurchesTogetherNP website at
CTNP...AboutChristianity/prayer

project launched in spring 2020 to
encourage and support prayer in
and around Milton Keynes.
Videos, leaflets and more at
https://praymk.com/
Almighty Word within the written
word,
thank you for inspiring
patriarchs and prophets,
singers and scribes,
poets and priests
with the record of your love,
revealed in the calling and keeping
of your people of old.
May we in our day,
encounter your living Word
through the printed word,
because of the Word made flesh,
our Saviour Jesus Christ.
Amen.
from the BibleReadingFellowship

Prayer

Just send them to the editor
nevillefromnp@gmail.com

When we pray to the Father,
Jesus commended that we pray
‘give us this day our daily bread’.
When there is food to eat, Father,
help us to be deeply grateful for the food;
grateful for how it reached our table;
grateful for all those who grew the food.
That the food we choose to give our bodies
will nourish us in body, mind and spirit.
We pray your blessings may flow
to those who grow and supply our food;
that the food might be grown and supplied
by methods in sustainable harmony with the planet.
And that our actions too,
may be in sustainable harmony with this world.
We ask all this in the name of Jesus, who became the Christ.
Amen

image Foto und Pinsel at pixabay

“For me, prayer is a surge of the heart;
it is a simple look turned toward heaven,
it is a cry of recognition and of love,
embracing both trial and joy.”
Thérèse de Lisieux

PrayMK—A new ecumenical

Although prayers do not need
to have fixed words,
you may have some words
you would like to share on this page.

CTE (Churches Together in England)
a prayer for justice at
ChurchesTogetherEngland
Make me worthy of the task to which you have called me.
For more, browse down the page at
CTNP...info/dementiafriend

God grant me the serenity
to accept the things I cannot change,
the courage to change the things I can,
and the wisdom to know the difference.
image by Isabella & Louisa Fischer
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We’ve now run out of road

C

OMMITMENTS FOR A GOAL of ‘net zero’
CO2 emissions at some future date like
2050, refer to stopping burning any
more fossil fuels, i.e. not putting any
more carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.
But there is already carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere to keep planetary warming going,

Estimated Giga-Tonnes of CO2 in the atmosphere

© 2020 United Nations Environment Programme

The current temperature increase since
pre-industrial times is already 1.2oC. The Crisis
has already begun. So when goals like keeping
planetary warming to ‘less than 1.5oC’ or ‘less
than 2oC’ are set, a lot of action is needed. These
temperature limit goals are not safe limits, just
limits with less-bad consequences than higher
temperatures.
The following graph makes this point, by showing the estimated giga-tonnes of carbon dioxide in
the atmosphere for the years 2015-2030 and beyond, . The lower of the two rising graphs represents expectations with current policies—i.e. rising CO2.—and implying a temperature rise of more
than 3oC. The sharply decreasing graphs below, show how much CO2 in the atmosphere must be
removed, to keep the maximum temperature rise to 1.5, 1.8 or 2oC
Thus to achieve any low limit to the temperature rise, both massive CO2 emission reduction, and massive CO2 removal is needed—of around 30–40 giga-tonnes of CO2.
Notice the timescale—by 2030, that’s only 9 years away and counting down.

The GAP in
giga-tonnes
of CO2
between
aspiration &
reality
How much more
do we have to
drown in greenwash
before this becomes
URGENT?

The UN Emissions Gap Report 2020 showing the gap (in giga-tonnes of CO2) between current policies
and where we need to be to stay withing 1.5 or 2oC of warming source:CleanSlate Autumn2021
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image Ria Sopala at pixabay image imaresz at pixabay

For all the residents
of planet earth…

All countries
Brazil
India
Portugal
Philippines
Australia
UK
Nigeria
USA
France
Finland

65%
79%
71%
69%
68%
67%
65%
64%
63%
55%
47%

Percentage of respondents (aged 16–25)
who believe their government is failing young
people, by country.
data source: The Lancet, ‘Young People’s
Voices on Climate Anxiety’, 2021
graphic presentation: NewStatesman
China
Philippines
India
Bangladesh
United States
Indonesia
Cuba
Nepal
Myanmar
Somalia
Ethiopia
Vietnam

28.4m
22.9m
18.9m
10.7m
6.7m
3.8m
3.5m
3.2m
3.1m
3.1m
2.3m
2.2m

Number of people (in millions) internally
displaced by natural disasters and extreme
weather, 2015-2020, by country.
data source: Internal Displacement
Monitoring Centre, 2020
graphic presentation: NewStatesman

P

oliticians and business leaders
have squandered decades
evading what has now
become a Climate Crisis.
It is now so urgent that significant
action must be taken in the next ten
years, or we, as a planet, will have
likely lost it. Then we all face the dire
consequences. Mere commitments
to intentions are no longer enough.
There must be concrete and feasible
actions. No more, ‘Blah, Blah, Blah.’
Species and habitat loss is a

rich countries have been
polluting the planet
for decades
separate but related Crisis also needing
attention.

T

he Climate Crisis and its
consequences starkly underline
the massive social inequality in
our world.
The benefits of all this fossil fuel
burning, mineral and human resource
exploitation, and industrial development, have not benefitted equally the
billions of inhabitants of planet earth.
Now, rich or poor, ‘developed’ or
‘un-developed’, everyone will suffer
the consequences. Excessively unfair
you might say, to those whose lifestyle didn’t cause the problems in the
first place. Just think the US$1/day
millions.
Whether any of us like it or not,
just because some rich countries have
been polluting the planet for decades,
if pollution continues similarly for
decades into the future, our current
climate and life itself will be damaged.
Anyone continuing to pollute is
saying, ‘I can do what I like, and I am
taking you all down with me’.
The rich states have been
responsible for the lion’s share of the
previous emissions, and have amassed

ChurchesTogether in Newport Pagnell
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C

limate change denial is
morphing into dangerous
delaying tactics—a costs issue,
a new-technology promise issue, a
blame issue (e.g. point to China,
the number one emitter), a net-zero
‘loophole friendly’ greenwash issue.
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To claim the costs of action are too
great, is to neglect to notice that the
costs of doing nothing will increase
astronomically, or that this is a way to
invest in future jobs.
New technology like carbon
capture would certainly be useful,
when available to handle billions or
giga-tonnes of gas. But it is also an
attempt to continue exploitation of
fossil fuels—business as usual, to carry
on as if nothing has changed. Electric
cars will also be useful, but are only
a part of the transport part of the
solution.
Similarly saving and planting
trees is certainly necessary, but again,
it is not the whole solution. On its
own it would require more land that
is currently used for all agriculture.
(Guardian 3Aug21)
Another good place to start
would be to redirect into sustainable
energy generation, the estimated
trillions spent by fossil fuel lobbyists,
(Guardian 19Jul21 Guardian 24Oct19)

ChurchesTogetherNP

CROP FAILURES:

2021 FLOODS:

Jly21: Ahrweiler, Germany
Jly21: London underground
Jly21: Zhengzhou, China,
12 died in flooded tube train
Sep21: Kolkata, India
Sep21: Agen, France
Oct21: Al Khaburah, Oman
Oct21: Ayutthaya, Thailand
Oct21: Shanxi province, China

6th IPCC REPORT VOL.1 Climate Change 2021: the physcial science basis
Just published in August, and written by 234 authors from 65 countries, using 14,000 scientific publications. This is the current agreed data representing the physical condition of the planet. Before publication, the Summary for Policy Makers section was reviewed with scientists in a video-conference with
representatives of 192 countries. At that time, any country could request amendments before the report
was signed-off as agreed by all 192 countries. See consequences for yourself at InteractiveAtlas
To follow are Vol.2: The Consequences, and Vol.3: Mitigation Recommendations.

and the trillions received in
government subsidies by fossil fuel
supply companies. (Guardian 20Jul21)

I

t remains to be seen whether
politicans and corporations will
rise to the challenge. This is why
the COP26 conference is so important.
If these decision makers do not act
decisively, the dystopian future looks
like becoming a descent into uncertain

chaos, accompanied by extremes of
hot and cold, fire, drought and flood,
sea-level rise, and wild stormy weather,
salvaged only by what sustainably
inclined individuals and small groups
have been able to do.
For any of the roughly 5 billion
adult inhabitants of the planet trying
to follow Jesus‘ example, it looks like
we’re in for very testing times.

ChurchesTogether in Newport Pagnell
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contributed by Neville Watson

and squandered a corresponding
enormous wealth. This is a reason
why the rich ‘developed’ West (which
includes the UK of course), must now
stop their own CO2 emissions, and
use their wealth to cooperate with and
help the unfairly compromised parts
of the world.
A truly major change of thinking is
required, so that no future economic
gain is made without balancing the
full costs to the whole environment—
true sustainability rather than
exploitation.
The Climate Crisis demonstrates
that exploiting a finite world with an
economic model of exploitive and
unlimited growth is simply untenable.

Jun21:‘heat dome’, Pacific-US
Jun21:Oregon, US
Jly21: Yokohama, Japan
o
Aug21 Seville, Spain: 47 C
Sep21: Karachi, Pakistan

May17 La Ceiba Talquezal, 		
Guatemala
Oct19: NewSouthWales
Australia
Jan20: Lusaka, Zambia
Sep21: Badghis, Afghanistan
’Climate Disaster is here’ by Milman, Witherspoon, Liu & Chang
and ‘There are no real climate leaders yet’ by GretaThunberg
image Markus Distelrath at pixabay

CARBON DIOXIDE: The graph on the left shows that the carbon dioxide level in the atmosphere
has remained roughly constant in the range 2-300ppm for the last 600,000 years.
The graph on the right shows the recent rising trend, with the value in 2021 above 400ppm.

image David Mark at pixabay

image Gerd Altmann at pixabay
(Graphs from the 6th IPCC Assessment Report, Vol.1)

2021 HEAT:

Armistice remembrance
Zones of French & British influence and control
proposed in the (secret)
Sykes-Picot Agreement in 1916
deep blue: French occupation
light blue: Zone “A”, French protectorate
light red: Zone ”B”, British protectorate
dark red: British occupation
green:
  Russian occupation (never ratified)
magenta: International zone

(See ‘The Sykes-Picot Agreement’ at Wikipedia )
public domain

rafy CC BY-SA 3.0

for the Great War (WW I 1914–1918)

I

T’S MORE THAN a hundred
years since the end of WWI. Even
now there is no consensus among
historians for a story of the cause
of the War. The trigger event is clear.
The reasons for escalation among the
European political decision-makers
and military actors of the time is open
to alternatives. How might individual
motives, thinking and expectations have
resulted in different actions and avoided
war.There might still be political lessons
to learn.
The consequences of the war were
far-reaching. From a British point
of view, Germany was the dominant
aggressor, but in the aftermath of the
war two big empires had collapsed—
the Hapsburg and the Ottoman, and
Czarist Russia had been replaced by the
Leninist revolution and civil war.
The fall of the Ottoman Empire—
the power at the time from the Balkans,
through Turkey to all of the MiddleEast—had long-term consequences.
WWI was one of the last wars to be
fought under pre League of Nations /
UN rules; i.e. war as the final option to
settle a conflict, with the winner taking
all. In that context, France and Britain

had a secret meeting in 1916 to plan the
carve up of the Middle-East, assuming
they won. The result was the line on the
map known as the Sykes-Picot line. To
the north, zone ‘A’ was to France, and to
the South, zone ‘B’ to Britain. The line
arbitrarily crossed zones of influence,
and created a contributing context to
problems persisting to the present day.
(See ‘Why border lines drawn with a ruler
in WW1 still rock the Middle East’ BBC
Radio4 )

W

ith this in mind, at the same
time as remembering the
war dead and wounded, and
their surviving families, we might remember current politicians and military
leaders. They need wisdom and patience
to negotiate current conflicts with
diplomacy rather than force and war.

Estimates for

Deaths (military)
Allied military 6 million
Central powers 4 million
Disease
2 million
MissingInAction 6 million
Deaths (civilian)
6-13 million
Wounded
23 million

World War I casualties (Wikipedia)

(copy of the original) Map of Sykes-Picot Agreement showing Eastern Turkey in Asia, Syria and
Western Persia, and areas of control and influence agreed between the British and the French.
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Poppy Field (Chollerford) by wazimu0—licensed with CC BY 2.0
to view this license, visit https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/
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WINTER NIGHT SHELTER
life-saving
accommodation
life-giving
support

A

IMING TO OPEN at the end of
November/beginning of December.
There will be overnight teams at
Newport Pagnell Baptist Church (NPBC),
Ridgway Centre Wolverton, Water Easton
Churches Centre Bletchley, Christ the Vine
Coffee Hall, and the Unity Park Station
near MK railway station.

To volunteer visit

winternightsheltermk.org/volunteer
The website shows roles and shift times.
Once teams are established roles can be
rotated, so don’t feel you will be stuck in
the role you sign up
for all winter
Covid precautions & safety
procedures will
apply. Everyone will
be asked to take an
LFD test on days of
attendance.

People from Afghanistan
in MK

On-going activities

FOOD BANK XTRA

W

ELCOME MK has just been
launched to ensure that all those
who arrive in the Milton Keynes area
as refugees, asylum seekers or
migrants will receive a warm welcome.
Find more information at
RefugeesWelcomeMK
Recent news, including requests for
help and what you can do, at
LaunchNews

People from HongKong
in MK

F

or volunteering to support people
newly arrived from Hong Kong, see
missionpartnership.org.uk/…

Food Bank donations accepted at
monthly

•

Newport Pagnell Methodist Church

C

ome and join us for hymn singing,
puzzle solving, welcome refreshment and thoughtful reflection, all in a
dementia-friendly environment.
Future dates at
www.ctnp.org.uk/whats-on

There is no longer a collection point at
the URC in Newport Pagnell.
see
•
•
•

www.mkfoodBank.org.uk for
FoodBank Helpline numbers
FoodBank Xtra contact details
contact to make donations of money

Emergency Help Scheme
alternative gift-shop
to support the
mission that no
child goes hungry.

https://stmarksmk.com/meals/

Wear a mask, when inside with others, or in groups
Keep your distance from others, especially in big groups
Keep good ventilation if others around
Wash hands thoroughly with soap/use hand-sanitizer
Minimise touching surfaces, and never the face
Beware of asymptomatic carriers
Listen to medical experts, particularly epidemiologists

www.ctnp.org.uk

the Parish Church, High Street, NP
Lovat Hall (NP Baptist Church)
the Medical Centre, High Street, NP
major supermarkets with a FoodBank trolley/container for donations
the new FoodBank depot at
14 Burners Lane, Kiln Farm MK11 3HB

The Newport Pagnell (EHS)

to complement anything else you may have heard

12

•
•
•
•

next date
Tuesday 9th November
2pm–3pm

F
BUY-A-BOX and BACK-A-RACK
fund-raising campaign

ChurchesTogetherNP

•
•
•

Giant games

free for church events
a small donation requested
for private events
if in a lockdown, no charge,
if without income

contact
Linda & Geoff Morris
01908 617050

snakes & ladder

RESTARTED OPERATIONS

or Newport Pagnell residents only, if
you need a lift to a local hospital or
medical centre, we may be able to help.
EHS volunteer drivers use their own
cars. Passengers are asked to cover fuel
and parking (if necessary). More at
CTNP…/info/ehelpscheme

http://mkfoodbank.org.uk/buy…

Covid-19/Coronavirus precautions (even if vaccinated)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

www.ctnp.org.uk/info

connect4

To arrange a
journey, or to
volunteer as
an EHS driver,
please call one
of these EHS
co-ordinators.

jenga

ChurchesTogether in Newport Pagnell

Jenny
Rita

01908 616718
01908 610200

when call answers: please say
name when asked and press
# key

David 01908 612816
Julie
07921 194378

November 2021
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Coming events

T

he churches are open for in-person
visits, but for services, distancing
may limit numbers.
Video and Zoom also available.

Check church contacts,
websites & social media
for latest details

(above) MK patch for the CoatOfHopes
which the pilgrims are taking with them

contacts for Newport Pagnell churches
at

www.ctnp.org.uk/whats-on

November
•

no ChurchesTogether specific
events arranged for November

•

the last week-end in November
is usually the start of Christmas
events in Newport Pagnell.
This year, with arrangements uncertain, watch out for details nearer
the time.

www.ctnp.org.uk/about

(right) MK Methodist pilgrims
taking part in the pilgrimage

Pilgrimage to Glasgow
and COP26

• ChurchesTogetherNP

HOLIDAY CLUB

28August–28October
more at

T

he Family Activity Day planned
for 27th October (half-term)
was sadly cancelled due to everyone being so occupied post-Covid
Lockdown. Many needed to be
away that week.

https://www.coatofhopes.uk/

T

next year’s LENT LUNCHES

HE LUNCHES take place every Friday in Lent. Soup, bread, rolls, cheeses, tea &
coffee are provided. It is a social event, and proceeds go to Christian Aid.

A big thanks to Jennifer Mazzone for organising Lent Lunches
for the last 11 years.
She has decided now is the time to hand over to a successor.

P

lannng for next year’s CTNP
Holiday Club will begin in the
New Year.
If you would like to be part of the
team—please email Geoff Morris
geoff.morris1956@gmail.com

SUCCESSOR will need to: book the venue, organize a rota for soup makers
THAT
and helpers, arrange shopping and advertising.

The currently planned dates for an
event next year are
15th–18th August 2022

No need to be daunted by this list, because Jennifer has said she will still be there
to help in any way needed, and she says her involvement has felt very worthwhile.

If you feel able to take this on,

please contact: Jennifer Mazzone
14
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(Covid conditions permitting)

jennifermazzone@hotmail.com
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MK Mission Partnership news

courses, day events, and more

The following organizations
are advertised by MK Mission Partnership.
Follow the links for more information.
Redeeming Our Communities—Tele-Mentoring Project MK
supporting people going through tough times.
More at ROC
To apply to be a mentor, email Nudrat Hopper nudratroc@gmail.com
The Vine—a place to grow your discipleship

https://missionpartnership.org.uk/the-vine/

Youthwork+

https://youthworkplus.com/

YMCA MK

https://mkymca.com/
https://www.roomsponsor.org.uk/?mc_cid=d4d3a68990&mc_eid=1ae3f6e6da

MK Mission Partnership
For all these courses
more details and booking at
https://missionpartnership.org.uk/
learning/compass/

mkstorehouse—open for guests on 15th April

https://www.mkstorehouse.org/
https://babybasicsmk.org.uk/
Courses & occasional day sessions
click for all Sarum learning
click for encountering the bible

Adult education including
occasional talks, courses and more
click for StAlbans learning
Society for Ecumenical Studies
www.ecumenicalstudies.org

16
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Beatitudes mean for social media and life online?

links to podcasts and more
An Invitation to
Comment or Contribute
The Editor would like
to hear from you!
•
•

PODCASTS

and browse down that page
for the previous 11 episodes

WEBINARS

click for the latest at
is a welcoming environment possible?

•

if you like or don’t like something in
this issue, please email a note to
nevillefromnp@gmail.com
if you have something you could
contribute in a short article—a
personal testimony or something
which has caught your eye, please
write it down or attach to an email
and send to
nevillefromnp@gmail.com
if not on the Connections circulation
list, and would like to be, just email
your contact details to
nevillefromnp@gmail.com

Thanks, -Ed

and browse down that page
for the previous 20 episodes

LECTURES

from the University of Reading chaplaincy;
Listen to some great lectures at

ReadingChaplaincy

PODCASTS

William Temple Foundation
Shaping debate on religion in public life at

WilliamTempleFoundation

> Blessed are those who mourn, for they will be comforted
This world is full of grief and suffering. I will tread softly and post with
Atgentleness
the beginning
of compassion.
the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus commends eight beautiful
and

qualities.
what do theof
Beatitudes
mean for on
socialthe
media
and life online?
At the But
beginning
the Sermon
Mount,
Jesus

>Blessed
Blessed
the meek,
for
will
inherit
the earth
are are
the poor
in spirit,
forthey
theirs
is the
kingdom
of heaven
commends
eight
beautiful
qualities.
But
what do the
I willremember
not boast orthat
brag
online,
nor comes
will I pull
others
down.
I will
my
identity
from
being
made and loved by

Beatitudes
for social
God, not frommean
my online
profile.media and life online?

> Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for righteousness,
Blessed
are will
those
mourn, for they will be comforted
for
they
bewho
filled
>This
Blessed
are
the
poor
in spirit,
for theirs is the kingdom of heaven
world
is
full
of
grief
and
suffering.
There
are many that
to
be righted.
I from
will not
be afraid
name
them
I willtread
remember
identity
being
madeto
and
loved
by
I will
softlywrongs
andmy
post
with comes
gentleness
and
compassion.
and
justice
in theprofile.
world.
God,look
not for
from
my online

Blessed are the meek, for they will inherit the earth

not boast
ormerciful,
brag
nor
willreceive
I pull
others
down.
>I will
Blessed
are the
for they
those
who online,
mourn,
forwill
they
will
bemercy
comforted
IThis
will world
not
others
but
besuffering.
generous
I will
be they
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KNIFE CRIME #nomoreknives

as part of the NoMoreKnives initiative
ROC, Reading Football Club Community Trust & the Diocese of Oxford
have sponsored there’s more to life put
down the knife by Josh Green.
Also, an ROC website article at:
no more knives, what’s the solution
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what
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I will be truthful and honest, and I will not pretend to be what I am not.

Bible verses are Matthew 5.1-10 (NRSV).

Social media commentary by the
> Blessed are the peacemakers, for they will be called
children of God
Rt Revd Dr Steven Croft, Bishop of Oxford.
I will seek to reconcile those of different views with imagination and good
humour.

> Blessed are those who are persecuted for righteousness’ sake,
for theirs is the kingdom of heaven
I will not add to the store of hate in the world, but I will try to be
courageous in standing up for what is right and true.
the outpouring

of the Holy Spirit
was the Pentecost
culmination
of the Easter story
and is still here today
Bible verses are Matthew 5.1-10 (NRSV).
Social media commentary by the
Rt Revd Dr Steven Croft, Bishop of Oxford.

Redeeming Our Communities—Tele-Mentoring Project MK supporting people
going through tough times.
More at ROC
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image by Gerd Altmann

click for the latest at
truth to power podcast

The Beatitudes
and social media

> Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven
I will remember that my identity comes from being made and loved by
God, not from my online profile.

ChurchesTogether
in Newport Pagnell (CTNP)

IF you need
someone
to talk to,
or pray with

Many churches
One purpose

© Neil Thorogood
used with permission

The churches of Newport Pagnell
St Bede’s Catholic Church,
Church of England Parish Church
(including St Luke’s, Lathbury & Moulsoe),
Newport Pagnell Baptist Church (NPBC),
United Reformed Church (URC),
Methodist Church,
The Calvary Chinese Christian Church

church contacts and more at

www.ctnp.org.uk/about

Why not check
out one of the
local churches
in
Newport Pagnell?
CONTACTS
at

www.ctnp.org.uk

check the website or church contacts
for video and Zoom sessions

www.ctnp.org.uk/whats-on
Churches Together in Newport Pagnell makes no claims about the accuracy
or nature of opinions expressed in content on other websites referenced

Secretary:
Chris Row
01908 611542 chris.row@talktalk.net

Treasurer:
Paul Tolley
01908 615729 ptmercedes@aol.com

